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A type of explication of the concept "personahty" having
wide currency m the personahty literature refers to "more or less
stable internal factors that make one person's behavior consistent
from one time to another, and different from the behavior other
people would mamfest in comparable situations" (Ghild, 1968,
p 83) In this study, the degree of relevance of the concept
"personality" construed m this "individual difference" sense is
questioned Some of the most ubiquitous personality assess-
ment procedures, specifically interpersonal checklists, personahty
inventories, and questionnaire interviews are shown to be subject
to a form of systematic bias which creates the "illusion" that the
diversity of individual behavioral differences can be reduced to a
limited set of person-distmgmshmg underlying forces (traits,
dispositions, scales, factors or dimensions)

Respondents on interpersonal checklists, personality inven-
tories, and questioimaire interviews unwittingly substitute a
theory of conceptual likenesses for a description of behavioral co-
occurrences Propositions about theory are confused with prop-
ositions about the world (D'Andrade, 1965, p 215) and con-
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siderations about similarity confounded with judgments about
probability (Ghapman, 1967, Ghapman and Ghapman, 1967,
1969, Tversky and Kahneman, 1974) Items ahke m concept are
inferred to be behaviorally characteristic of the same person even
when, as is typically the case, conceptual relationships among
items do not correspond to the actual behavioral relationships
among items As a consequence respondent judgments about
"what goes with what" on checklists, inventories, and question-
naire interviews are systematically distorted in the direction of
pre-existing conceptual associations concemmg "what is hke
what" which are themselves not inductive generahzations from
actual behavioral instances These conceptually biased judgments
create an "illusion" of underlying mdividual behavioral con-
sistency, which, although not apparent in actual behavior, de-
ceptively vahdates the "individual difference" conceptualization
of "personahty "

The adequacy of the "personahty" concept m its "individual
difference" sense has been assessed almost exclusively m relation-
ship to judgmental data from interpersonal checkhsts, personality
mventones and questionnaire interviews The personality litera-
ture IS replete with checklists, mventones and questionnaires
from which traits, dispositions, scales, underlying states, factors
and dimensions for descnbmg individual differences have been
statistically constructed, and success at such scale and factor
construction has been interpreted as pnma facie support for the
applicability of the "personality" concept Ghnical psychologists
concerned with psychopathology speak of persons who are "ego-
resilient" and point to a pattem of associated scales on the
MMPI ( e g . Block, 1965) Social psychologists concerned with
interpersonal behavior in groups speak of persons who are "dom-
inant" and point to a pattem of associated items on an inter-
personal rating form ( e g . Bales, 1970) Ghild psychologists
concerned with child rearing practices speak of mothers who
are "permissive" and point to a pattem of associated scales on a
socialization questionnaire ( e g . Sears, Maccoby and Levin,
1957)

In the last decade, however, a potentially devastating meth-
odological cntique of exactly this type of judgmental data has
emerged Focusing upon the types of inferences legitimately
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drawn from certain kinds of verbal reports about behavior,
Mulaik (1964) and D'Andrade (1965) draw a logical distinction
between "how people classify" and "how to classify people," be-
tween conceptual likeness and behavioral co-occurrence They
demonstrate that the factors underlying interpersonal trait ratings
can be independently derived from purely conceptual cntena,
e g, judgments about the similarity of meamng of trait words
Rating factors can be discovered by simply asking raters to judge
how conceptually similar trait words are to each other without
any reference to actual behavior

Mulaik and D'Andrade are divided over the lmphcations of
their findings for questions having to do with the degree of rele-
vance of the "personahty" concept in its "individual difference"
sense Mulaik believes there must be some systematic fit be-
tween conceptual factors and factors which might be obtained
from immediate records of behavior D'Andrade disagrees He
claims that not only have raters and psychologists logically con-
fused "propositions about the world with propositions about
language" (l e person factors with stimulus factors) but also
that the factors discovered in ratings are the property of trait
terms as linguistic elements without being the property of the
persons descnbed by those terms Noneqmvalent conceptual-
logical relations have been unwittingly substituted for factual-
empirical relations m the process of making a judgment The
factors discovered in ratings, he argues, tell us "how people
classify" (and by implication "that people classify") and no more
They should not tell us "how to classify people" (or "whether
to classify people")

There are three sensible interpretations compatible with
Mulaik's and D'Andrade's finding that rating factors can be de-
nved from conceptual cntena

1. There is a spurious relationship between concep-
tual factors (x) and rating factors (y) Our conceptual
associations (x) and our judgments of "what goes with
what" m behavior (y) are independently sensitive to the
same true personahty factors (z), l e our judgments about
behavior are inductive generahzations from experienced
instances, and our language (presumably over a consider-
able period of time) has encoded these same generahza-
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tions about behavioral regularities which we learn through
observation Z causes x and z causes y

2 There is a casual non-distortmg relationship be-
tween conceptual factors (x) and rating factors (y) Gon-
ceptual factors (x) control judgments (y) but reflect true
personality factors (z), le our judgments about behavior
rely on pre-existing conceptual associations among trait
labels but these are accurate reflections of behavioral reg-
ulanties Z causes x which m tum causes y

3 There is a causal distorting relationship between
conceptual factors (x) and rating factors (y) Goncep-
tual factors (x) control judgment (y) but are not related
to true personahty factors (z), if such factors exist at all
X causes y and is unrelated to z

The overwhelming consensus of psychological opinion, in-
cluding Mulaik's favors one of the first two interpretations, pre-
servmg as do these two interpretations the existence of true
personahty factors, and the relevance of the "personality" con-
cept m its "individual difference" sense for an account of be-
havior For example, Bmner, Shapiro and Tagiuri (1958, p 278)
argue that trait terms and the inferences we make from one trait
to another form part of a "coding system" about the nature of
persons, support for which resides in the very consistency of
behavior Trait words, they believe, "summarize" or "package"
these consistencies m behavior and are thus more or less accurate
Passim and Norman (1966, p 47) argue that "m the course of
observing and interacting with other persons" implicit person-
ality theories are developed which encode the actual "relative
frequencies of joint occurrences of vanous personahty attributes
and behavioral dispositions in other persons" Roger Brown
(1965, p 612) argues that trait words (e g., "fnendly") are sum-
mary formulas about person-dispositions which generate expecta-
tions which m tum have utdity m predicting future events and
minimizing surpnse "From hearsay and direct observation we
have leamed that certain kinds of behavior hang together, not
invariably but probabihstically People who like parties also in-
troduce themselves to strangers and stop to chat with fnends
and smile easily and so on"

D'Andrade was bold m his original interpretation that the
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interpersonal rating factors used to distinguish persons were of
"illusory validity " He was expressing an unpopular opinion on
the basis of equivocal data Recent evidence has nonetheless
lent credence to D'Andrade's position Ghapman and Ghapman
(Ghapman, 1967, Ghapman and Ghapman, 1967, 1969) have
shown that the pre-existing verbal association strengths between
pairs of chnical diagnoses and psycho-diagnostic test items system-
atically bias estimates about the frequency with which those
pairings co-occur in spite of contradictory observational evidence
(also see Tversky and Kahneman, 1974) and D'Andrade himself
in a study of interpersonal behavior m small groups (1970) has
demonstrated that judgments about interpersonal behavior sys-
tematically move in the direction of the judge's pre-existing un-
derstanding of "what IS hke what" The more conceptually
similar two persons' attributes (trait labels) are, the more likely
they will be judged characteristic of the same person This is
true even when it can be demonstrated that m the judge's past
experience the two attributes were not m this manner associated
The outcome of such biased estimates of the co-occurrence
likelihoods of pairs of events is an "illusory correlation" (Ghap-
man, 1967) A number of observers agree that a correlation exists
which IS not warranted by their own experience

It IS the purpose of the present study to support D'Andrade's
position with additional evidence and to extend the thrust of his
cntique from interpersonal ratings to other personality assess-
ment procedures, mcluding personahty mventones and question-
naire interviews Respondent judgments of "what goes with
what" will be shown to replicate pre-existing understandings
of "what IS like what" despite contradictory observational evi-
dence Pre-existing understandings of "what is like what" will be
shown not to necessanly reflect the co-occurrence relationships
among actual behaviors Finally evidence generally thought to
demonstrate the applicability of the "individual difference" con-
ceptuahzation of "personahty" will be shown to be equivocal by
denvmg the trait-factors discovered m interpersonal rating forms,
questionnaire interviews and personality inventories from purely
conceptual criteria without any reference to actual behavior

If this cntique m its extended form is substantially justified
then verbal data collecting procedures, such as interpersonal
ratings, self-report inventories, and retrospective questionnan-es.
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are more appropnately viewed as techmques for givmg us access
to cogmtion than behavior, m this case, to a construction of the
nature of the "person" (undemably of enormous interest from a
cultural or attributional point of view) which cannot be system-
atically supported by detailed and immediately recorded ob-
servational data.

ExPEMMENT I THE GONCEFTUAL DETERMINATION OF

"ILLUSORY" RATING FACTORS

Method

Newcomb's 1929 study of extroversion-introversion is in many
ways the forerunner of diverse contemporary critiques of theory and
method in personality psychology (e g.. Burton, 1970, Campbell &
Fiske, 1959, D'Andrade, 1965, 1970, Fiske, 1974, Mischel, 1968,
1973, Shweder, 1972, Yarrow, Campbell & Burton, 1970) The lack
of consistency of behavior, the questionable accuracy of retrospective
report, the absence of convergent and discriminant vahdahon for
personality constructs, and the influence of conceptual presupposi-
tions on judgment are all noted m what must be considered a for-
gotten classic of psychology Some of Newcomb's data shall be re-
analyzed below

Newcomb's data consists of daily records and observer ratings of
the same 26 items of behavior for two groups of boys m a summer
camp (JV = 27 and 24) Each group of boys was observed for 24
days in vanous camp settings The two groups of boys differed m
age Daily records on each boy were kept by a counselor who noted
the presence of an item of behavior as soon after its occurrence as
possible An odd-even day reliability check on behavior percentages
produced a mean reliability coefficient of 78 over the 26 items of
behavior Six observers, mdudmg the counselor, rated the boys at
the end of the camp session on a 5-pomt scale for each of the 26
items Their ratings were pooled m subsequent analyses The 26
behaviors used m Newcomb's study are

1 Speaks with confidence of his own abilities
2 Takes the initiative in organizing games
3 Submits quietly and with good spint to cntiasm or dis-

cipline from his counselors
5 Does more than his share of work for inspection
6 Gets up before nsmg hour
7 Willingly falls m with what others m his group want to do
8 Speaks or laughs aloud when the group is supposed to be

quiet
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10 Eager to be first when the group takes turns or gets m
hne

11 Engages m group misdemeanor
12 Spends more than an hour of the day alone
13 Takes the initiative in approaching or speaking to a stranger
15 Tells of his own past or of exploits he has accomphshed
16 Cets into scraps with other boys
18 Hesitates to take his tum at serving at the table
19 Painstaking in making his bed
20 Reads a half-hour or more during the day
21 Spends swimming periods m the water, actively moving

about
22 Works steadily, without stopping, at after-meal work
23 Cives loud and spontaneous expressions of dehght or

disapproval
24 Gets into trouble of a mischievous or adventurous nature
25 Conversations with counselors confmed to askmg and

answenng necessary questions
26 Uses exaggerated gestures, antics, or show-off activities
27 Spends quiet hour without loud talking or runnmg about
28 Continues on a single activity for the whole moniing
29 Talks more than his share of the time at the table
30 Actively moves about most of the day

Note—Adapted from Newcomb (1929, p 27)

Newcomb's tables 18, 19, 22, and 23 (1929, pp 118-119, pp 122-
123) were selected for re-analysis These tables consist of the mter-
correlations among pairs of the 26 behaviors (Newcomb provides only
partial matrices), calculated separately for the daily records and
the ratmgs for each group of boys The percentage of days an item
appeared m a child's behavior was used by Newcomb for calculatmg
lntercorrelahons among behaviors in the daily records

In order to obtain judgments of "what conceptually goes with
what" in Newcomb's 26 behaviors based on pre-existmg rater beliefs,
10 Umversity of Chicago students in one of the author's classes were
asked to make paired companson judgments of conceptual similanty
on a 7-pomt scale (1 = very dissimilar conceptually, 7 = very similar
conceptually) Prior to making their conceptual similarity judgments
the students were told they would be presented with descnptions
about the behavior of boys at a summer camp Average scores over
these 10 sets of judgments for each pair of items were used m all
further analyses The judgments of conceptual similanty were made
forty-five years after Newcomb's associates made their ratmgs
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The re-analysis of the data consists of a comparison of the degree
of similanty of the relationships among behaviors in the pre-existmg
conceptual scheme of the student judges, in the recall-based ratmgs
of Newcomb's six observers, henceforth referred to as "rated be-
havior," and in the daily records, henceforth referred to as "actual be-
havior," of two different samples of boys The degree of similanty of
the relationships among behaviors from these three sources is de-
termined by correlatmg over the lntercorrelations of equivalent pairs
of behaviors from each pair of the three sources In other words,
three partial matnces of mtercorrelation coefficients are themselves
compared with each other by correlating over the cells of each pair
of matnces The nonparametnc statistic Spearman's rank-order corre-
lation coefficient ( r j was used in the analysis

Results

The findings of the re-analysis of Newcomb's data appear m
Figures 1, 2, and 3. They can be summanzed as follows

1 The relationships among items m rated behavior are more
similar to pre-existing conceptual schemes (range of similarity
r,= 74-83) than to actual behavior (range of similanty
r.= 35-51)

2 The relationships among items m rated behavior remain
stable over the two groups of boys (r, =̂  78) in spite of changes
m the relationships m actual behavior over the two groups
( r s=41)

3 Pre-existing conceptual schemes (notions of "what is like
what") are not very similar to the relationships among items in
actual behavior (range of similanty Vt, = 47-51)

4 Rated behavior is almost entirely under the influence of
pre-existing conceptual schemes and corresponds to actual be-
havior relationships only to the extent pre-existing conceptual
schemes happen to partially coincide with actual behavior

In more detail. Figure 1 presents a direct companson of the
degree of similarity of "what goes with what" in actual behavior,
and m rated behavior, and "what is like what" in pre-existing
conceptual schemes Newcomb presents correlations based on
ratings and based on daily records for the same 64 pairs of the
behaviors over both groups of boys These four sets of corre-
lations are compared m Figure 1 with each other and with the
pre-existing conceptual scheme of the student judges A striking
feature of Figure 1 is the degree of similarity of rated behavior
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.51 ' 51

\

Actual Behavior
\
\
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Preexisting

Conceptual Scheme

.77

\
38 \ .40

\
\

\ Rated Behavior Rated Behavior

78

figure 1 Companson of the organization of items m actual be-
havior, rated behavior, and the pre-existing conceptual scheme

Note—Similarity (Spearman's r) of matnces of association among
extroverted and mtroverted items of behavior (Newcomb's hst) for
two groups of boys based on daily records (actual behavior), recall-
based observer ratings (rated behavior), and conceptual sirmlarity
judgments (pre-existing conceptual scheme) IV = all 64 cells of New-
comb's partial matnces

to the pre-existing conceptual scheme (rs = 80 on the average)
and the rather unimpressive degree of similarity of rated be-
havior to actual behavior (r, = 44 on the average) Moreover,
from one group of boys to the next, rated behavior is more stable
than actual behavior (r. = 78 m comparison to 41) Perhaps
most remarkable of all is the fact that the relationships among
Items m rated behavior in the first group of boys is no less similar
to actual behavior relationships in the second group of boys than
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IS the rated behavior of the second group of boys, and vice versa
( r , = 40 and 38, 51 and 51)

The actual behavior rated seems to make httle difference for
the relationships among items revealed m rated behavior This
can be demonstrated in a dramatic way There is an ambigmty
m the results shown in Figure 1 The very modest degree of
similanty of rated behavior to actual behavior may reflect a
true sensitivity to actual behavior relationships (no matter how
attenuated), or it may be the spurious consequence of domina-
tion by a conceptual scheme which m this case modestly over-
laps with actual behavior This latter alternative is m fact the
case

The relationships among items m rated behavior rephcate pre-
existing understandings of "what is hke what" even when these
understandmgs directly confhct with actual behavior This can
be seen in Figures 2 and 3 For his second group of boys, New-
comb provides 110 correlations between pairs of items for rated
behavior and again for actual behavior These two sets of corre-
lations were compared with each other and with the pre-existing
conceptual scheme of the student judges m two ways First, the
full 110 correlations were compared These results as presented
in Figure 2 closely parallel the results m Figure 1 Rated behavior
IS very much hke the pre-existing conceptual scheme (fs ^ 74)
and not much like actual behavior (ft = 35) Actual behavior
relationships partially overlap with the pre-existing conceptual
scheme (r, = 51), but we cannot be sure whether the 35 fit of
rated behavior and actual behavior is a true sensitivity of judg-
ment to behavior or the artifact of the domination of ratings by
a pre-existing conceptual scheme which partially fits actual be-
havior This ambiguity was resolved by a second type of analysis
A subset of item conelations was selected where actual be-
havior relationships were the opposite of relationships m the pre-
existing conceptual scheme This was done by using 33 item
correlations m which either the degree of conceptual association
of the student judges for the pair was above the mean degree
of conceptual association (4 1 on a 7-point scale) and the actual
behavior correlation for that pair below the mean actual be-
havior correlation ( 10) or the converse

The results of this type of analysis are dramatic When actual
behavior is opjposed to pre-existing understandings of "what is
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Preexisting

Conceptual Scheme

.74

35

Rated Behavior Actual Behavior

Figure 2 Companson of the orgamzation of items m actual be-
havior, rated behavior, and the pre-existing conceptual scheme when
actual behavior overlaps with the pre-existing conceptual scheme
N = all 110 cells of Newcomb's partial matnx

Note —Similanty (Spearman's r^) of matnces of association among
extroverted and introverted items of behavior (Newcomb's list) for
group 2 based on daily records (actual behavior), recall-based ob-
server ratmgs (rated behavior) and conceptual sumlanty judgments
(pre-existing conceptual scheme)

like what" (f8 = -36) , rated behavior rephcates the conceptual
scheme {TU= 84) and conflicts with actual behavior relation-
ships (r, = -27) (see Figure 3) Thus it is clear that recall-
based judgments on rating forms merely reproduce pre-existing
conceptual associations with little sensitivity to the relationships
among items m actual behavior

The data presented so far discriminates among the three in-
terpretations of the finding that rating factors can be indepen-
dently derived from conceptual cntena There seems to be a
causal distorting relationship between conceptual factors and
rating factors, l e, conceptual factors control judgment and are
not necessarily related to actual behavior In the hght of this evi-
dence, a purely conceptual interpretation is the "preferred-until-
shown-otherwise" interpretation of the factors derived from rat-
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Preexisting

Conceptual Scheme

- 36

- 2 7

Rated Behavior Actual Behavior

Figure 3 Companson of the organization of items m actual be-
havior, rated behavior, and the pre-existing conceptual scheme when
actual behavior conflicts with the pre-existing conceptual scheme
N = 33 cells of Newcomb's partial matnx where the conceptual simi-
lanty score IS greater than 4 1 and the actual behavior correlation is
less than 10 or the conceptual similarity score is less than 4 1 and
the actual behavior correlation is greater than 10

Note—Sumlanty (Spearman's fg) of matnces of association among
extroverted and mtroverted items of behavior (Newcomb's list) for
group 2 based on daily records (actual behavior), recall-based ob-
server ratings (rated behavior), and conceptual similanty judgments
(pre-existing conceptual scheme)

mg, questionnaire and inventory procedures in personahty
psychology This is especially true if such factors can be in-
dependently derived from conceptual criteria This is demon-
strated by the following

EXPERIMENT II GONCEPTUAL OVERLAP AND INTERPERSONAL

RATINGS BALES'S SMALL GROUP SPACE

Method

Bales (1968, p 467, 1970, p 30) proposes three factors for descnb-
mg small-group structure and classifying the personality and role-
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types of individuals The three factors are "power," "likeability,"
and "task-onentation" They are one of a species of two- and three-
factor attempts to classify behavior in groups (see Bales, 1968 for
a review) The factors are conceptualized as a property-space with
three dimensions

Bales's three dimensional classification of personality is statistically
constructed from the lntercorrelations among hundreds of measures
on 60 subjects who parbcipated m 12 5-person groups Most of Bales's
measures rely on respondent judgments of the type we have been
discussing These include interpersonal ratings by group members
and outside observers, and self-reports on three personality mven-
tones (the MMPI, Cattell's 16 PF test, and Thurstone's temperament
test) On the basis of his statistically-contructed classification of
personality and group role types. Bales (1970, pp 6-7) has designed
a relatively short interpersonal rating form for the purpose of person-
classification The rating form consists of the following 26 items
with known loadings in his three dimensional classification

1 Resentful
2 Admired
3 Dominating
4 Speaks hke an autocratic authonty
5 Devaluates himself
6 Makes others feel he admires them
7 Especially addressed when others have senous opimons

about which they want confirmation
8 Stands for the most conservative ideas and beliefs of the

group
9 Rejects rehgious belief generally

10 Liked
11 Feels that others are generally too conforming to conven-

tional social expectations
12 Always tries to speak objectively
13 Thinks of himself as entertaining
14 Warm and personal
15 Accepts failure and withdrawal for himself
16 Identifies himself with the underprivileged
17 Demands pleasure and gratification
18 Believes that equality and humanitanan concerns for others

are very important
19 Introverted
20 Believes it is necessary to sacnfice the self for higher

values
21 Assumes responsibility for task leadership
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22 Receives a lot of interaction from others
23 Valuable for a logical task
24 Feels that his mdividual independence is very important
25 Personally mvolved m the group
26 Passively withholds cooperation

Note—Adapted from Bales (1970, pp 6-7)

It has been shown previously (Shweder, 1972, p 24) that the rated
behavior relationships among the items on Bales's lnteipersonal ratmg
form are essentially consistent with Bales's three dimensional classifi-
cation The concern here is to demonstrate that Bales's three dimen-
sional classification as revealed m rated behavior is, and in the light
of our previous analysis may only be, a pre-existing conceptual scheme
(a theory about "what is like what") m the minds of raters

Table 1 compares the statistical classification of Bales's 26 items
denved from two sources, rated behavior and pre-existmg understand-
ings of "what IS like what" Rating dimensions were amved at as
follows Twenty-five undergraduates at Harvard Umversity, partici-
pants m a single self-analytic group for over 40 hours over a three-
month penod, rated all the members of their group on Bales's 26
interpersonal behavior items The ratings were dichotomous, yes or
no R Freed Bales and Stephen P Cohen were kmd enough to
provide this data for analysis Correlation coefficients (Pearson r)
were calculated among all possible pairs of items over 600 ratmgs
They were then scaled m three dimensional space using the multi-
dimensional scaling program (MDSCALE) devised by Kruskal and
Shepard (Kruskal & Lmg, 1967, Shepard, 1962a, b, 1963) and rotated
to a representation of Bales's classification of these items

In order to obtain judgments of "what conceptually goes with
what" based on pre-existing rater beliefs, Bales's 26 items were placed
on cards and presented to each of 50 undergraduate students at
Harvard Umversity These students were not participants m the
group The students sorted the items into piles according to the
following wntten instructions

On the cards before you are wntten brief descnptions of
persons' behavior m a group Cluster the cards together in
terms of the stmtlanty of meaning of the descnptions That
IS, make as many piles as you wish, with as many cards in each
pile as you wish Each pile should contain descnptions similar
m meaning Take all the time you need Feel free to rearrange
the cards untJ you fmd a set of piles that most satisfies you as
similar in meaning Piles with only one member are not
permitted
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Table 1 Bales's three dimensional group space
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ratmg dimensions compared
Conceptual and

MDSCALE spatial coordinates

l t em#

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24.
25
26

"Power-

Conceptual
dimension

-0 38
018
0 71
0 63

-1 13
-0 18
0 62
043

-0 09
0 65

-0 23
000
0 65
0 38

-1 22
-0 71

045
-0 29
-1 12
-0 70
0 79
0 73
0.28

-0 05
0 34

-0 76

Approximate r>
of conceptual
dimension and
rating dimension 86

Rating
dimension

0 01
0 34
077
065

-0 99
-0 15
0 66

-0 34
0 03

-0 01
0 16

-0 02
0 64

-0 10
-1 14
-0 72
0 51

-0 41
-1 28
-0 46

0 75
0 79
0 47
0 34
040

-0 90

"Ukeabihty"

Conceptual
dimension

-0 89
0 74

-0 82
-1 00
-0 06
0 89
041

-0 68
-0 44
0 89

-0 53
0 21
000
1 04

-0 09
-0 22
-0.55
0 61

-0 26
-0 09

006
0 85
0 45

-0 83
1 11

-0 78

Rating
dimension

-0 99
071

-0.54
-071
0 12
1 06
0 31

-0 78
-0 12

1 00
-0 53
-0 02
-013

1 03
-0 46
0 36

-0 78
0 80

-015
0 42
0 02

-0 03
0 42

-0 75
064

-0 90

"Task-Onentation"

Conceptual
dimension

-0 12
0 27
006

-0 05
-0 18
-0 00
0 49
0 29
0 30

-0 27
-0 66
0 95

-0 46
-0 36

0 16
-071
-0 48
-0 38
0 38

-0 48
0 20
016
0 92
0 18
000

-0 19

70

Rating
dimension

-0 44
0 30
0 13
0 21

-0 43
-0 00

0 36
0 67

-0 96
0 20

-0 73
1 00

-0 65
-018
-0 48
-0 41
-0 43
-0 01
017
0 49
0 44
009
0 66
0 24

-0 05
-0 19

An assoaation measure among all pairs of items was calculated from
the sorting task data The degree of association between any two
items was based on three sources of information the number of in-
formants placing the two items m the same pile, the number of other
items m the pile shared by the two items, and the total number of
piles made by the informant (Burton, 1968, pp 81-83 discusses this
measure of association) The conceptual association matnx was
scaled m three dimensional space using the MDSCALE program and
rotated to Bales's classification of the items

Residts

Table 1 lists the three dimensional spatial coordinates of the
26 items m both rated behavior and the shared pre-existing con-
ceptual scheme The two classifications are extremely similar,
1 e , each of the three conceptual dimensions is similar to its cor-
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responding rating dimension The rank-order correlation (fs)
of the 26 items on the "power" dimension is approximately 86
between the conceptual dimension and the rating dimension
For the "likeability" dunension, it is 88, for the "task-onenta-
tion" dimension, it is 70 In the light of our earlier finding that
respondent judgments are entirely under the control of pre-
existing conceptual schemes which may themselves have a rela-
tively poor fit to actual behavior, Bales's classification of small
group behavior seems somewhat equivocal

EXPERIMENT III GONCEPTUAL OVERLAP AND RETROSPECTIVE

QuESTiONNAmES SEARS, MACCOBY AND

LEVIN'S MOTHER INTERVIEW

Method

Sears, Maccoby and Levm (1957, pp 471-477, pp 516-518) pro-
posed a number of underlying personality traits which they beheve
influence a mother's child-reanng pracbces The underlying traits
were statistically constructed applying a factor analysis to the mter-
correlations among 44 "theoretically significant" scales which Sears,
Maccoby and Levm used to assess the responses of 379 mothers to
their well-known mother interview The two most statistically im-
portant factors in the analysis were maternal "permissiveness" and
maternal "self-confidence" (family adjustment) The 44 scales follow

1 Mother's responsiveness to infant's crying
2 Amount of mother's affectionate interaction with baby
3 Amount of fun taking care of small baby
4 Seventy of weanmg
5 Scheduling of feedmg
6 Seventy of handling feeding problems
7 Level of demands for table manners
8 Amount of praise for good behavior at the table
9 Seventy of toilet traimng

10 Permissiveness for going without clothes indoors
11 Masturbation permissiveness
12 Penmssiveness concerning sex play (among children)
13 Standards for neatness and orderhness
14 Restnctions relating to care of house and furniture
15 Stnctness about bedtime
16 Stnctness about noise
17 Restnctions on physical mobility
18 Mother's realistic standards for child's obedience
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19 Amount of praise for obedience
20 Mother's response to dependency
21 Amount of mother's affectionate demonstrativeness
22 Does mother find time to play with child
23 How important that chJd do well m school
24 Permissiveness for aggression toward siblings
25 Praise for playing nicely with children
26 Demands for child to be aggressive
27 Permissiveness for lnappropnate aggression toward other

children
28 Permissiveness for aggression toward parents
29 Pumshment for aggression toward parents
30 Extent of use of tangible rewards
31 Extent of use of physical punishment
32 Extent of use of depnvation of pnvileges
33 Extent of use of reasomng
34 How often threaten to pumsh, then not follow through
35 Affectional bond, father to child
36 Which parent disciplines
37 Parents' agreement on child-reanng policies
38 Responsibilitv for chdd-reanng policies
39 Mother's evaluation of father
40 Mother's reaction to pregnancy
41 Husband's reaction to wife's pregnancy
42 Mother's dissatisfaction with current situation
43 Mother's self-esteem
44 Mother's child-reanng anxiety

Note—From Sears, Maccoby and Levm (1957, pp 516-518)

Sears, Maccoby and Levin's two major purported underlying per-
sonality traits of mothers are pre-existing conceptual factors in the
minds of the mothers who respond to their mtemew, l e, they can
be reproduced by having a small number of informants simply judge
the conceptual simJanty of all pairs of 44 scales On the basis of the
previous discussion of the conceptual distortion of respondent judg-
ments, it seems appropriate to doubt that these underlying traits of
maternal personality are anything more than ways m which mothers
classify themselves There certainly is little reason to beheve they
are factors influencing maternal child-reanng behavior An explica-
tion follows

In order to obtain judgments of "what conceptually goes with
what" based on pre-existing rater beliefs. Sears, Maccoby and Levin's
44 scales were converted into declarative assertions ( eg , "stnctness
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Table 2 Sears, Maccoby and Levin's maternal personality factors
conceptual and interview factors compared Factor loadings

Table 6
Scale #

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

43
44

Approximate r, of
conceptuol and
interview factor

"Permissiveness"

Conceptual
factor

- 2 1
- 1 5
- 1 3

90
88
88
95
65
95

- 7 7
- 7 9
- 8 2

90
89
90
93
85

- 0 1
49
33

- 1 5
22
62

- 6 3
38

- 4 0
-68
- 8 0

78
20
25
.56
09

- 5 2
09
62
05

- 3 8
- 1 1

03
- 0 4
- 0 4
-20

21

89

Interview
factor

- 1 5
02

- 0 6
11
09
22
37

- 0 7
34

- 6 6
- 7 0
- 7 1

.35
48
10
38
18
32
05
38

- 0 3
- 0 4

32
- 3 1
- 0 3
- 2 3
-30
-JS1

43
04
31
16

- 0 4
06

- 0 2
15

- 0 1
- 2 0
- 0 6
- 0 7
- 1 3
- 0 8

-.10
10

"Self-confidence"

Conceptual
factor

.89
93
93

- 2 9
- 3 6
- 3 5

05
62

- 1 5
34
31
19
28
22
24
03

- 2 2
90
77

- 7 4
92

- 8 0
59
12
75
06

-43
- 1 7

03
73

- 6 7
13
89

- 3 0
- 7 5
- 1 3
-.50
- 3 7

80
-M
- 8 2
- 9 3

85

- 7 0

79

interview
factor

05
30
19

- 1 4
- 1 1
- 0 6
- 0 2

02
- 2 5

n
04
06
19

- 0 1
14

- 1 3
08
10

- 1 5
- 0 7

28
- 2 4
- 0 2
- 1 2
- 0 1
- 0 5
-09
- 0 9
- 1 3

14
- 1 5

08
07

-35
- 4 8

01
- 6 0

00
J 6

- 4 2
-51
- 4 7

J 9

- J 6

518)
Note—Loadings on interview factor are from Sears, AAaccoby and levm (1957, p 516-
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about bedtime" became "Mother is stnct about bedtime") and pre-
sented to five Umversity of Chicago graduate students The students
were asked to make paired companson judgments of conceptual simi-
larity on a 7-point scale Pnor to making their conceptual sumlanty
judgments the students were told they would be presented with de-
scnptions of the behaviors and attitudes of mothers toward their
children The student judges participated in none of the other tasks
reported m this article Average scores over these five sets of judg-
ments for each pair of items were used m all further analyses

The pre-existmg conceptual scheme shared by these five students
was analyzed m the following way Their pooled and averaged con-
ceptual similanty judgments were placed m a full 44 X 44 matnx In-
tercorrelations (Pearson r) among the 44 scales were calculated by
treating the rows as subjects and the columns as vanables The result-
mg matnx of mtercorrelations was factor analyzed using a pnncipal
axes analysis and rotated using a vanmax rotation Seven factors were
extracted, parallehng Sears, Maccoby, and Levin's analysis The first
two factors were of equal importance and accounted for 70 percent
of the vanance m the data A third factor accounted for only 7 per-
cent of the vanance and was not considered

Results
Table 2 hsts the factor loadings of the 44 scales on the first

two factors m both the maternal interviews of 379 mothers and
the pre-existmg conceptual scheme of five students Both pre-
existing conceptual factors are very similar to their conespond-
mg interview factors The rank-order correlation (r«) of the 44
scales on the "permissiveness" factor is 89 between the concep-
tual factor and the interview factor For "self-confidence"
(family adjustment), it is 79 Sears, Maccoby and Levin's third
factor, maternal "warmth," could not be recovered from the con-
ceptual similanty judgments of the student judges Perhaps if
more than just five students had made conceptual similanty
judgments, it may have been extractible, or perhaps like many
of the other factors in their analysis, it was a minor (and one
would guess unstable) statistical phenomenon In any case, the
ease with which Sears, Maccoby, and Levin's two most important
factors can be independently derived from the conceptual asso-
ciations of only five'students both demonstrates they are pre-
existing conceptual factors, and suggests the equivocality of their
status at maternal personahty traits influencing child rearing
practices
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EXPERIMENT IV GONCEPTUAL OVERLAP AND PERSONALmr
INVENTORIES THE MMPI

Method

Self-reports on personality mventones may be subject to the same
type of conceptually determined bias hypothesized for mterpersonal
ratings and interview accounts of behavior Self-reported relation-
ships among items on the MMPI seem to be denvable from purely
conceptual cntena

The MMPI IS a self-report instrument ongmally designed and
standardized with an eye towards the assessment of psychopathology
Its 566 Items lean heavily m the direction of psychiatnc diagnostic
considerations Both the size and the nature of the MMPI item pool
place limitations on the scope of possible conceptual / self-report com-
parisons First, it IS not feasible to ask students to judge the degree
of conceptual similarity among 566 items Second, the distnbution
of responses m a psychologically normal population to many of the
questions makes an analysis of item association impossible For ex-
ample, "evil spints possess me at times" (MMPI item #27) is answered
m the affirmative by one percent of college males (Dahlstrom and
Welsh, 1960, p 418) Thus, the following analysis is presented as a
partial, tentative, and at best preliminary report on the influence of
pre-existing conceptual schemes on inventory self-reports The MMPI
protocols discussed below were collected by Dr Bertram J Cohler
from 172 female Peace Corps volunteers They will be the subject
of a forthcoming report on conceptual bias m the MMPI A single
example from an lmtial investigation of this matenal seems appropnate
in this context

The foUowmg are six MMPI items whose distnbution of yes-no
responses permits a calculation of item correlations m a normal
population

1 My feehngs are not easily hurt (MMPI #79)
2 I do not mind bemg made fun of (MMPI #91)
3 I like to go to parbes and other affairs where there is lots

of loud fun (MMPI #99)
4 I wish I were not so shy (MMPI #201)
5 I tend to be on my guard with people who are somewhat

more fnendly than I had expected (MMPI #348)
6 I have several times given up doing a thing because I

thought too httle of my ability (MMPI #357)

The followmg analysis was performed In order to obtain ratmgs of
"what conceptually goes with what" based on pre-existing subject
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(00)
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20
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24
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Table 3 Conceptual similanty and item endorsement on the MMPI,
degree of conceptual similanty (7 0 = conceptually very similar) and
item mtercorrelation (Pearson r, N = 173) for six MMPI items

1 6 8 ( 24)
2
3
4
5
6 ^

Note —Approximate r, of conceptual similarity matrix and self report item mtercorrela-
tion matrix =:: 70

beliefs, five University of Chicago graduate students were asked to
make paired companson judgments of conceptual similarity on a 7-
point scale (7 = conceptually very similar) Pnor to making their
oonceptual similanty judgments the students were told they would be
presented with a person's descnption of himself The student judges
participated m none of the other tasks reported m this article Average
scores over these five sets of judgments were used m the analysis They
are presented in matnx form in Table 3 The lntercorrelations (Pearson
r) over the MMPI protocols of 172 female Peace Corps volunteers
were also calculated for all pairs of items These are also presented
in Table 3

Results

The relationships among the items m the pre-existing con-
ceptual scheme of the five student judges is similar to the self-
reported relationships among the items in the MMPI protocols of
172 Peace Gorps women (rs= 70 approximately) The same
level of conceptual likeness and self-report item relationship simi-
larity ( rs= 70) for selected items from Drake's "Social Intro-
version" scale of the MMPI (as specified m Dahlstrom and Welsh,
1960) has also been discovered It would be presumptuous on
the basis of so partial and prehminary an analysis to enter into
the controversy over the interpretation of the first two purported
personality factors (sometimes called "ego-resilience" and "ego-
control") (Block, 1965) extracted from the MMPI scales (them-
selves composed of MMPI items) (See e g . Block, 1965, Ed-
wards, 1953, 1961, Edwards and Diers, 1962, Jackson and
Messick, 1961, Wiggins, 1966 ) However, the above analysis
strongly suggests a methodological interpretation of these two
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factors An increase in the degree of conceptual sumlanty of
two items increases the probability that they will both be en-
dorsed or demed by the same person Thus, the pattem of re-
lationships among MMPI scales should reflect the average degree
of conceptual likeness among scale items

DISCUSSION

The existence of highly mterpretable item lntercorrelations on
interpersonal checkhsts, personahty inventories and questionnaire
interviews has supported a general impression of the relevancy
of the concept "personahty" in its widely acknowledged "in-
dividual difference" sense The validity of this corpus of sup-
portive data for the "personality" concept now seems to be ques-
tionable Evidence has been presented that such personahty assess-
ment procedures offer a temptation, typically succumbed to by re-
spondents, to apply a theory of conceptual likenesses, which is
of course highly mterpretable since it is about conceptual hke-
nesses, as if it were a theory of behavioral happemngs, which it
IS not Items alike m concept are judged to be charactenstic of
the same person even when the conceptual relationships among
items do not correspond to the relationships among items m
actual behavior

The nature of the logical error involved m such a substitu-
tion of judgments about conceptual likeness for judgments about
co-occumng instances can be clarified with a nonbehavioral ex-
ample Things can be and typically are alike without co-occur-
nng "Blue" and "green" for example are both "colors" They
are attnbutes conceptually denvative on the attnbute "colored "
Thus, any instance of "blue" is always an instance of "color" but
not the converse The same is true of "green " But one could not
properly reason that if "blue" and "green" are related just so, as
conceptual denvatives of "color," then they probably will co-
occur as attnbutes of "colored things" It might be that no
"colored things" were both "blue" and "green" and we would still
feel a conceptual likeness between "blue" and "green" as "colors."
Things can be alike without co-occumng

The same independence of conceptual likeness and co-oc-
currence likehhood should exist for items of behavior. "Seeks re-
assurance" and "seeks help" may refer to attributes conceptually
denvative on the attnbute "dependent" (desinng to be cared for)
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If "seeking reassurance" and "seeking help" were never to occur
together in the same person or same behavioral context or what-
ever, their conceptual likeness as attributes would still remain
Yet items similar in concept ( e g , "seeks reassurance" and "seeks
help") are typically judged to be charactenstic of the same person
on verbal report personality assessment procedures, thereby
creating the "illusion" that personality factors are responsible for
the consistent display of behaviors expressive of the factor

The mechanism by which "illusory" relationships are produced
by pre-existing conceptual associations seems to be a rather simple
one and is related to a characteristic feature of the personality
assessment task on checklists, inventories and questionnaires
They are a kind of situation that encourages a "rush to judgment"
even when, as is typical, the respondent does not have access to
relevant information or the relevant information is unavailable,
1 e, the respondent either knows too much or too little about
the person judged Random guessing under conditions of ig-
norance would, of course, reduce the size of correlations among
items and not alter the pattem of mtentem relationships, but
guesses are never random when the judge has a pre-existing
understanding of "what is like what" Random error becomes
systematic error by consistently emng in the direction of the
pre-existing conceptual scheme, the result of which is to increase
the size of mtentem correlations while organizing it into an er-
roneous but coherent pattem Table 4 provides supportive evi-
dence for this claim

Table 4 displays the differential magnitude of rated behavior
correlations and actual behavior correlations among pairs of items
in Newcomb's 26-item behavior list m relation to their degree of
conceptual likeness In Table 4 item pairs m the qumtile where
pre-existing understandings that items are alike are the strongest
(mean conceptual similarity score of 6 2 on a 7-point scale) have
an average rated behavior correlation 53 and an average actual
behavior correlation 29 Item pan's in the qumtile where pre-
existing understandings that items are unalike are the strongest
(mean conceptual similanty score of 2.1 on a 7-point scale) have
an average rated behavior correlation - 50 and an average actual
behavior correlation - 10 One final feature of the data m Table
4 is worth noting The understanding that items are alike seems
to have a greater influence on judgment than the understanding
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Table 4 The differential magmtude of rated behavior correlations
and actual behavior correlations The differential influence of pre-
existing conceptual schemes on rated behavior correlations

N

22
22
22
22
22

Conceptual
similarity
(7-point

M

6 2
5 2
4 0
2 9
21

scores
scale)

SD

29
34
27
31
20

Rated behavior
correlations

(correlation points)

M

53
34

- 0 3
- 2 7
- 5 0

SO

28
21
37
35
43

Actual behavior
correlations

(correlation points)

M

29
18
08
02

- 1 0

SD

21
25
23
25
22

Note —Means and standard deviations for group 2 rated behovior correlations, actual
behavior correlations, and conceptual similarity scores, divided mto quintiles in terms of the
degree of conceptual similarity for pairs of extroverted and introverted items in Newcomb's
26-item behavior list

that they are unalike There is less dispersion of rated behavior
correlations (standard deviation = 28 correlation points) in the
qumtile with the highest average conceptual similarity score
than m the qmntile of rated behavior correlations (standard
deviation = 43 correlation points) with the lowest average con-
ceptual similanty score

Respondents systematically err in trying faithfully to answer
the questions put to them on checklists, inventories, and question-
naires, but no more so it would seem than personality theonsts
That IS to say, the special way items of behavior are assumed to
be causally related to hypothesized underlying vanables in the
factor-analytic model has also deceptively "confirmed" the ap-
phcabihty of the concept "personality" in its "individual differ-
ence" sense The causal assumption is that a set of behaviors
are related to one another only as effects of the same cause, the
underlying variable (trait, disposition, factor, dimension) None
of the behaviors is assumed to be a direct cause or effect of an-
other The predicted positive mtercorrelations among the be-
haviors are viewed as spurious consequences of the causal in-
fluence (trait, disposition, factor, dimension) reducible to zero
if the underlying variable is controlled (Blalock, 1964, pp 167-
169) This kind of relatedness of behaviors as effects of a com-
mon hypothesized cause is similar to the land or relatedness
charactenstic of a set of attnbutes conceptually denvative on
the same pnor attribute If such conceptually denvative attri-
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butes are responded to m hke fashion on checkhsts, mventones,
and questionnaires, they will falsely "appear" to co-occur in a way
consistent with trait-factor assumptions This "appearance" as
we have seen is "illusory " Without an appeal to actual per-
formance standards we have no grounds for claiming that the
traits, dispositions, underlying states, scales, factors and dimen-
sions discovered m interpersonal checklists, personality mven-
tones and questionnaire interviews are anything more than
stimulus (m contrast to person) factors, l e , ways people classify
things that are conceptually alike Such classificatory factors
may be relevant in the formation, manipulation, and perpetua-
tion of "social impressions" yet have no wider domain of rele-
vancy

To so exphcitly separate, as has just been done, the structure
of "social impressions" from the structure of behavioral instances
IS to directly broach a question which may have been on the
reader's mind for some time How can our schemes for classify-
ing people, our conceptual dimensions for describing one another,
fail to be more or less accurate inductive generahzations about
behavior and at the same time continue to be part of our linguistic
and cultural inheritance^ How is it that a conceptual scheme
that IS demonstrably not a codification of accumulated be-
havioral experience persists uncorrected^"

The problem of how to interpret the discrepancy between
mental associations and behavioral connections is an important
one for future research, and it would be folly to try to solve it at
this time However, it does seem appropriate to speculate about
two possible tacks with regard to a solution On the one hand
to pose the question (how can a mistaken conceptual scheme
maintain itself in the face of disconfirmmg behavioral experi-
ence? ) may be to miss the point It is possible that the function
of person classification m everyday affairs is other than drawing
detailed inferences about behavioral outcomes, e g, it may func-
tion to do no more than create types of persons and m the very
act of type creation assure us that people are "of a kind" (have
stable natures) When the process of social interaction is closely
observed, the implicit understandings of "what actors are" (un-
derstandings required to successfully interact at all) may have
more to do with the actor's momentary, fleeting interpretation
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of immediately preceding acts m interaction sequences (see
Raush, 1965) than global personality attributes

On the other hand opportumties to disconform conceptual
associations may be limited by both cognitive and contextual
constraints Gonceptual associations may be descnbed as propo-
sitions about what "sensibly" goes together When they are about
items of behavior they define the very nature of "consistent" be-
havior for those who share them, l e , from the perspective of
those shanng the conceptual associations behavior is "orderly"
to the extent it can be said to parallel these associations. The in-
tellectual tendency to confirm what is "sensible" and dismiss
(forget, remterpret, explain away or fail to retneve) what "lacks
sense" must be overwhelming m everyday affairs Wason and
Johnson-Laird (1972) have m fact elaborately documented the
bias towards redundant verification (and away from disconflrma-
tion) in hypothesis testing, and Gamer (1966) has discussed the
tendency for certain cognitive processes to drift m the direction
of what IS mformationally easy to specify (m his terms "good
forms", m my terms "cultural sense") Finally, behavioral op-
portumties to disconfirm conceptual associations are probably
minimal Most of our fellows are seen in certain restncted con-
texts where (1) only an attenuated vanety of behaviors (well
below the diversity required to "test" our conceptual associa-
tions) ever occur, and (2) because of the stability of the be-
havioral setting in relationship to those fellows we do frequently
observe, those behaviors that do occur are decent candidates for
tme longitudinal consistency Also see Jones and Nisbett (1971)
and Tversky and Kahneman (1974) for a more complete discus-
sion of the informational, linguistic and cognitive conditions
which tend to contribute "illusory" support for an "individual
difference" theory of personality

The challenge held out to personahty psychology by this paper
is to empincally support with observational data the apphcability
of the concept "personality" m its "individual difference" sense
The analyses suggest it is considerably less relevant for accounts
of behavior than is generally supposed although the possibility
that it IS pertinent m certain restncted domains ( e g , with regard
to hereditable characteristics such as activity level), should not be
dismissed

Exemplary of what is predicted about compansons between
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observational data and data from verbal report assessment pro-
cedures IS the discrepancy between the findings of Beller (1957)
and Sears (1963) on dependency motivation Beller uses observer
ratmgs of children's social behavior and discovers high item cor-
relations among ostensible (conceptually alike) indicators of
dependency His data supports the notion that dependency
IS an underlying motive for behavior Sears uses immediate
scorings of children's social behavior and discovers very low
item mtercorrelations among a very similar set of ostensible
(conceptually alike) indicators of dependency Little support
for an underlying dependency motive is found in his data
Further illuminating evidence on the lack of underlying con-
sistencies in the way people differ can be found m Endler and
Hunt (1968), Johnson-Laird, Legrenzi and Legrenzi (1972),
Mischel (1968, 1973), Raush, Dittmann and Taylor (1959),
Raush, Farbman and Llewellyn (1960), Shweder (1971, 1973),
Wason (1969), and Wason and Shapiro (1971)

Gunously, much of what has been said here Newcomb was
aware of in 1929 He demonstrated that most of the boys in his
summer camp showed inconsistent behaviors m most situations
(1929, p 40) He presented evidence that randomly selected
pairs of behaviors were as highly associated in actual behavior
as pairs of behaviors from the same purported "trait" (1929, p
44) He showed that ratings tended to confirm relationships
predicted by the introversion vs extroversion hypothesis which
could not be confirmed m actual behavior (1929, p 111), and he
concluded that "these relationships are to be found m the minds
of the raters to a greater extent than m the boys' actual behavior"
(1929, p. I l l )

SUMMARY

Doubts are raised as to the extent of "apphcabihty" of the
conceptualization that "personality" consists "of more or less
stable lntemal factors that make one person's behavior consistent
from one tune to another, and different from the behavior other
people would manifest m comparable situations " This is done
by demonstrating the questionable vahdity of much of the extant
empu-ical support for the "personahty" concept Respondents on
interpersonal checklists, personality inventories and question-
naire interviews are shown to unwittingly substitute a theory
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of conceptual likenesses for a descnption of behavioral co-occur-
rences Gonsiderations about similarity are confounded with
judgments about probability to such an extent that items alike m
concept are inferred to be behaviorally characteristic of the same
person even when, as is typically the case, conceptual relation-
ships among items do not correspond to the actual behavioral
relationships among items Examined are extant "personality
theories" having to do with children's social behavior, adult be-
havior m small groups, maternal socialization practices, and psy-
chopathology These "theories" are shown to be no more than
statements about how respondents (and psychologists) classify
things as alike in meamng
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